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There is a silence in the
air. For most, this silence
is simply the absence of
noise, the forgotten
rumblings of passing
cars, the quaint presence
of familiarity, and the
buzzing of daily life. For
others, the silence is
thick, heavy and growing more so by each
passing day. These few feel its crushing weight
yet cannot unburden themselves for fear of
breaking it. Therein lays the problem regarding
the stigma around mental illness. This is where
Clara’s Big Ride comes into play.
This documentary directed by the multi-award
winning filmmaker, Larry Weinstein, showcases
the unjust stigma surrounding mental illness
through Clara Hughes’ gruelling 112 day bike
ride across Canada. It is not meant to break the
silence of mental illness but to create a
discussion in hope to create a rumbling. We see
this Olympic gold medalist visit a hundred
different communities all across The Great
White North spreading awareness and hope.
The personal stories of the youth within the
documentary brought with them a chilling
truth. You could almost feel the sense of
exclusion and the despair that comes with it.
But there lies a faint ray of hope at their stories.
An opportunity to help mend and create a
discussion that may truly end the stigma.
The event, which took place at the BBNC Youth
Drop- In Centre, started off with a simple ice
breaker, an introduction to the film, the
coordinators as well as the panellists present.
Before the screening the group of attendees,
diverse in age and background, readily partook
of the food platter and refreshments. The group

utterly captivated by the film, barely noticed
the food until a slight technical hiccup woke
them from their reverie in the middle of the
film. After the screening, began the second and potentially the most important - part of the
event, the discussion.
The group was arranged in a circle allowing the
panellists and the attendees to easily
communicate with each other. The first two
panellist Beverley Bettens and Jareen Ignatious
started off the conversation with questions
regarding the film and the audience’ overall
impression. The questions asked helped give a
better understanding on the public status of
mental illness in Canada. And last but under no
circumstances least; we continue the discussion
with Dr. Varagunan Mahadevan. He took up the
larger portion of the discussion explaining
mental illne22 % ss and its various forms. He
first deconstructs the misconception that the
family doctor is the first person to talk about
your mental illness. He continues to explain that
while treatment for mental illness has
significantly improved over the years a key
component to the healing process has been
somewhat diminished, that key component
being human contact mostly due to the
prevalence of smart phones. That assertion
certainly rustled some of the younger
attendees.
Though they were certainly unperturbed as
they kept a rapt attention to the rest of Dr.
Mahadevan’ lecture. He continues to talk about
the difference between sadness and
depression. The former being momentary and
universal, while the latter lasting and scarring.
He finishes off by asking a question “What is the
reason for this silence?” Only a handful gave
their two cents on the matter but they certainly
hit home. One of the youths talked about the
fear of self-expression especially during

adolescence. Once the discussion portion was
over the group came together and signed a
canvas made by the moderators of the event. A
picture of the group was then taken to

commemorate the event. All and all, this was an
absolutely eye-opening experience and though
few questions were asked, much was learned.

